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Blount announces 't~e bus stops here'

UCF obtains bus service
·by Diane Taylor
Future 1tatf

Doug Marks
'Future staff

After six months of planning and the rejection
of two proposals, UCF now ~as a bus service.
The Orange County Commission voted
unanimously last week to_help fund a bus plan to
serve UCF and East Orange County.
·
The program, which began Monday, was
developed by Dan Friend, executive director of
East Orange Community Acti?n Inc., the UCF
. Student Government, a UCF administration task
force anp the Orange C~u~ty Commision.

See page 14 for more information on bus
schedule and .bus stop sites.
.
The new East Orange Express travels Route 50
form Christmas to the Colonial Plaza Mall, and
down Alafaya Trail.
UCF students presenting valid ID's ride free.

The campus bus stop is across the street from the
Administration Building near the Visitors Information Booth.
Two buses will make 10 round-trips along
Alafaya Trail from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. -on weekdays.
Buses will not run on weekends .
According to Student Body President James
Blount, it "wasn't financially feasible for UCF to
have a system on its own," so Friend and SC
sought financial help from the county commission.
Commissioner Lou Treadway said the cou.nty is .
providing a community development grant of
nearly $30,000. SC is providing a $7,000 subsidy.
Funding for the service wili last until Sept. 30.
The program will then be reviewed by the county
to determine if financing should continue.
Blount said his "main goal is to encourage
ridership," since future funding will depend 'Upon
how · many Eas't Orange res.idents and students
use fhe bus.
Bus, page 3

New entry policy proposed
by Jim Burgess
1taffwrlter

Kevin Masonlfuture

The spring weather is finally warm enough for summer swimwear. Barbizon·model Dana Trent dons one of
several swimsuit fashions pictured in this week's Inside
Lines.
·

The UCF faculty and administration have proposed a new admission policy to the Florida Board of
Regents which suggests requiring proficiency exams of transfer students and raising the minimum GPA
and SAT requirements of incoming freshmen.
The proposal was a response to a mandate from the BOR limiting enrollment for all state university
system institutions.
At a Jan. 9 meeting, the chairman of the BOR requested that each university submit a new admissions
policy to the Board by April 1. The policy is intended to keep each institution ~ithin enrollment limits
established by the BOR.
One tenent of the policy concerns those students applying for admission who already hold A.A.
degrees. These students are normally .guaranteed access to four year universities under the state'~ Articulation Agreement, and cannot be turned away. However, Dr. Leslie Ellis, vice president for
Academic Affairs, asserts that if the university is financially unable to handle large enrollment, or is
locked into an overcrowded situation, transfer student entry can be limited.
Dr. John Bolte, vice presi~ent of Academic Affairs, emphasized the need to revise the .Articulation
Agreement.
"Without changes in the agreement, and as community college enrollmenf grows, we could reach the
point where restrictions on UCF enrollment would result in A.A. transfers being the predominant n~w
student admission group each year," Bolte sajd.
· He added that the result would qe a continuing decline in the size of freshman and sophomore classes
at UCF, while the numbers of juniors and seniors increased .
_
As an alternative to revising the Articulation Agreement, UCF has enc;lor-sed the establishment of a
proficiency exam to determine whether community college transfer students are competent _to enter the
Admissions, page 3

Earlier classes may help ease overcrowding
A~ part of a university-wide effort ot
ease· overcrowding, the Faculty
Senate Instruction Committe is
proposing earlier morning classes.
The proposal would put the university on a half-hour system, with classes
beginning at 7:30 a.m. and ending 20
minutes after the hour.
Dr. Fred
Fedkr, committee chairman, said the
n<'w schedule would ease classroom
ovNcrowding by increasing the numbrr of classes offer{'d in the morning.

"In the morning a professor can
typicaJly schedule four classes" Fedler
said.
"Under the new system, by
11 :20 the fifth class would be beginning."
Presc:ntly, morning classes begin no
earlit•r than 8:00 a.m.
In addition to easing the problem of
crowded classrooms, the propo;')al is intC'ded to relieve UCF traffic
con~C'stion.

Th<' cominitte<' found that 12,000

C<Hs are currently registered at UCF,
an increase of 20 per cent over 1979
figures. Traffic patterns analyzed in
1979 show that the greales number of
cars enter the universitv between 7:30
and 8 a .m.
. ,
Dr. Frank Juge, associate vice
president of Academic Affairs, said
that if the administration adopts the
L\culty recommendation, it would
"n•quin• '..1 to,tal shift to 'half-hour
schPdul ing."

"You can't do one department
schedule on the half-hour, and the-other hourly," he said.
~The committee anticipates · most
students will not object to the early ..,.. ·
schedule. According to a memo in the·..,..
Faculty Senate agenda, " ... population
density of classes offered at 8 a.m. ,..
Monday Wednesday, and Friday is ..._
greatest. Thus, students are obviously
willing to · enroll in classes offered at
that hour."

..rage
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Administrative official
questions elections bill ·

Reconditioned Radiators in Stoek
For Most PauUger Can

"LOW PRICES"

by Dennis Long

"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

Future staff

A bill passed by the student sennte to
set up an absentt'e ba ll ot procedure for
campus elections "may be opposed by
the administrat ion officia l who musJ
approv( it.
Dr. Levester Tubbs, assoc iate vice
prl'sident of Student Affa irs, sa id he
was "not satisfied with the " bill." He

·1111111,1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

MASTER CHARGE•VISA•AMERICAN EXPRESS

275-9327

t0662'E. ColHial Dr.

Union Park

Tubbs added he. has not made a final
decision concerning veto of the bill. He
said he will review the proposal
thoroughly and my announce his
decisi{m tcnday.
Rotter disagreed with Tubbs and
said the bill would prevent fraudulent
voting thr<>ugh checking names and
addresses of students requesting
ballots, and ensuring no more than one
ballot is mailed to a given address .~

_TUESDAY APRl.L 7
$3.00 ADMISSION GUYS
$~.00

was concerned that one or more
studC'nls may acquire t'xtra ballots and
vote iIlega II y.
Under the proposed absentee ba llot
procedure, a student would submit an
application for an absentee ballot, said
Sen . Rob Rotter.
If the application is approved , the
studend recieves a ballot by mail, votes
and returns the ballot to UCF. Rotter
added that postage would be paid by
student government.
Tubbs said he didn't think the bill
sufficiently covered all the loopholes
necessary to prevent fraudulent voting
and that a better system was·needed.

ADMISSION LADIES

25 ¢ 24 OZ. BEER
8:00 PM • 2:00 PM

ii

...__ _-"!""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..~

, ~

' 't

But Rotter also said the senate would
be receptive to any suggestions Tubbs
may have to improve the bill.
Other provisions of the bill concerning this term's ele<.:tions. prohibit
presidential and vice presidential can. di dates from being placed on the ballot ·
as a · joint ticket. However, candidates
are permitted to campaign together.
Also,' cam pa ing expenses for each
presidential and vice presidential candidates were limited to approximately
$250, said Rotter. The figure is based
on an ·assessment of 2 cents a head per
student registered in the winter term.

ii

i

RESIDENT A·S SISTANT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

SALARIED POSITION AVAILABLE

Resident Assistants are student staff members in the residence halls ·who are chosen
to develop programs and provide services
for approximately 100 resident students.

STATION MANAGER
WU CF-FM
.

.

QUALIFICATIONS

Responsibilities include: day-to-day operaff on of th~
staffon, soon to be 8000 wafts of ·p°"er: implementing 'broadcast criteria and procedures, as relayed hy
· the General Manager, and translaff ng them into daily
operaff ng decisions.
Applicant must be a student at UCF, • a minimum
schedule ol 6 semester hours of study, and with a
GPA ol 2.0 or better.
Applicaffons for this posiff on will be recewed from
April 3, through April 17, 1981.

'1

•Concern for the welfare of fellow students
•Maturity to cope with the demands of the position
•Cumulative grade point average of 2.5
•Two semesters/quarters of University residence
hall experience. At least one semester/quarter
must be in University housing at U.C.F.
•Must maintain a full-time student status while
employed

RENUMERATION
$2,500 Fall-Spring Semesters

Applif;ations currently available
in the Housing Office
DEADLINF: AP~IL.

17,

1981

Mail or bring a resumi to:
Keith H. Fowles, Ceneral Manager
WUCF-FM

Ubrary t39
UCF, P.O. Box 25,0~

Orlan•o, Flori•• 328t6

---

l.
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Adri1issi·ons __________.;._____________
junior level. Competency skills haive
been recommended by the State Task
Force on Essential Academic Skills for
Florida Community Colleges and
Universities.
·
The proposed UCF policy states, "It ·
is important that the state implement
in the near future, proficiency exams
which will measure the competencies
recommended by. the task force committee."
How do the community colleges
feel about 4-year universities requiring

from page 1

proficiency exams? According to
Freshman and sophomore applican- continuing education progr~ms for .
Bolte, "Our preliminary discussions ts would be ·required to have a 2.5 high their employees.
But Ellis and Bolte pointed out that
with community colleges seem to in- school GPA; an increase from the 2.0
dicate that they favor proficiency now required. An SAT score of 850 as the policy will also allow access to
exams provided they are appl.ied to compared to today's 800 may also be elementary and secondary teachers
who are required to update their
rising junior students in the university implemented.
· Anoher · part of the policy gives teaching certificates.
as well as transfer students."
Bolte said some parts of the po1icy
Other students as wel I could be affic- special . consideration to post bacca I au rea te ·-non-degree-seeking ap- could be implemented as early as the
ted if the proposed policy is approved.
International students would be plicants that are .certifyin_g job related summer quarter if accepted. · Other
required to achieve a minimum score. educational ne.eds. This is intended . parts may not be implemented for two
of 550, rather than 520, on the test of to allow access to the university to new years or more, hesaid.
"The next
English as a foreign language to be industries, lik~ Westinghous~, that are !Ilove is up to the board," he added.
moving into the area and that need
admitfed to UCF.

8 U S - - - - - f r o m page 1
Blount said he anticipates standing
room only crowds once the program
develops.
An attempt to implement a bus
·system to UCF 'in 1973-74 faLled
because of lack of ridership.
Dr. George Schrader, former director of the UCF Transportation . Institute, said "We even attempted to at~
tract students by making the bus ride a
credit course with piped in m.usic as
part of the curriculum." The route extended from the main bus terminal,
through Altamonte Springs along 17gz and 436 to the university.
The bus system is the outcome of ·
months of study and two earlier
proposals,. one of which came from
Friend . .
Blount said anticipat~d cuts in
CETA fonding which were to be used
in one of the proposals made a
federally financed bus. system impossible.
"Finally we realized that w.e had to
work closely with the county if we
were to see a transportaiton system in
this area,:' Blount said.

KAZARIAN -BEATS THE PRICE!

tastes in automobiles. · Finally, customers who need
minimum insurance coverage are turned away reapeatedly .
by Staci Bienvenu
To overcome these situations is my whole reason for being
in business."
"IF YOU'RE UNDER 25; if you own a van or a pick-up,
Yes, , this all sounds quite promising, but just how can ·
o,r if you just need immediate minimum Auto or Truck InRalph Kazarian afford to offer a truly better price to you
surance coverage-you need to call me."
.and me?
"I've shopped for years to find companies who offer the
Yes, according to Ralph Kazarian,
best possible rates for my particular customers. As a result, I
"You may be paying too much for your
broker business with 30-35 Auto, Truck, Motorcycle, Motor
Auto Insurance ... "
Club, Mobile Home & Motor Home companies that target
Mr. Kazarian is fully aware that we,
their effort to my particular customers. This allows me to
as drivers, are tired of reading deceptive
give my customers the insurance they need at the price they
ads about how we can beat the high
want to pay."
· '
cost of our auto insurance, but there is
And· Mr. Kazarian has proved himself to. be quite ·sucsomething definite that sets him
cessful in his approach. After 15 years in the business, he's
apart-specialization. He's an unusual
established himself as an institution within the auto and
man in his line of business, for he is
truck insurance business in Florida.
willing- to ~ve h;ird-luck YOUNG
RALPH KAZARIAN
To prove his ambition and determination he's opened
DRIVERS a more-than-fair deal . on ·
eleven offices in. the last two years in the Central Flor~da
:their auto or truck insurance.
area--in addition to his Orlando office which is located in
·"I feel that _young people, in many
the Bright-BLUE Building at the ~omer of .Mills and
cases, are unjustifiably charged high
Colonial (898-2454).
rates, and I know that many may be
There are two additional Ralph Kazarian offices located
short on· cash. That's why monthly
in the Orlando-Sanford area: Altamonte Spririgs (8.34-2454)
payments are our specialty. Further1
and Sanford (323-2454).
more, there are a large number of
So ... if you're really interested in finding out how to get
drivers under 25 that are paying high
the insurance you need ... at the price you want to pay-stop
rates due simply to their age; othe~s are
by one of Ralph Kazarian's offices. ·
penalized because .of their personal
Pd.Adv.

•

A lot. A college graduate who reinforces his·education with Army' ROTC training will have more to offer. You'll train in .the human
relationships of management and the exercise of leadership.
·
.
As an Army___ROTC graduate you'll be commissioned as an officer in the United States Army. These extra credentials will set you
apart as a responsible achiever.
Whether you're seeking a civilian or military career, Army ROTC provides for both opportunities· active duty with a starting
salary of over $14,300, or reserve·service while employed in the civilian community. If you're looking ~head to life after college,
look to Army RQTC.
MAJOR JAMES D. 'HORNADAY
. (305)275-2430

CALL:

ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR PRO.GRAM.

University of Central Florida
Orlando~ Florida 32816

I I
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Meeting

Felker at SC 200 or Karen Warnasch
at SC 201 to file.

Campus
Bulletin
Board··

Tryouts

Students who want to try out for
cheerleading must attend a meeting
either.Mondav or Tuesdav at 3 p.m . in
'The deadline for filing a declaration the Educatio.n Building: A required
of candidacy for s tudent body clinic will be held April 6-16 from 3 to
president and vice presidept is today at 5 p.m. outside the Education
4 p.m . Any UCF student in good stan-_ Multipurpose Room. Tryouts will be
ding with a minimum GPA of 2.0 may held April 17 at 3 p.m. in the gym.
For more inform ation, ca ll X-2205.
fil e. Students should contact Gail

SG Candidates

The' UCF Markding Association wil I
be hold ing t hei r weekly meet ings o n
Tuesclav:-; nt noon in CB 225. All interested students are inv ited to attend.
For more information, call Mike
Cook at 2 73-2778 or stop b v the
Marketing Depa rtmrn t.

Student ID cards must be validated
for spring quarter to attt'nd campus
fu n ct io ns: ID cards can b£' valiclat<'d on
th<' s('c:ond floor of the ADM BLD.

Scholarships
The Minority Accounting Student
Scholarship Program will a.ward four
to six minority students a $1250
scholarship for the 1981-82 school

year.
To qualify: a student mu t be an
ethnic minority--Black, Hispanic,
Students must convert the ir photo ID Naitive American, Asiatic or Pacific
cards to a librnrv card to check out Islander. The deadline to apply is
books from the library.
April 15 . Applications ca n be picked
up in the Account ing Department .

Library Cards

by Dave Mitchell

Norman The·Armadillo

T! ft4.

1'LL l'IE:\IE.R ToOO\

Mrv-2020 ~6M~ ~

~~ALl."7' SEG>lt.JNlN6 1t> E~~y

"'G~EEK WEEK"! HE:H t \.\=~ !

· 10 Students

1·NSIDE SALES.
Close to UCF
5:30 - 9:00 M thru F
$3.50/hr.·

Call Dave 678-8088

*

BUZZ~· s

AUTO CENTER

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
**
ARMY NAVY STORE
it

1065.8. E. COLONIAL DR.

275-3951

it

* · ~~~~!/If

•*
•
•*

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
AMERICAN & FOREIGN
USED CAR SALES

it

*

•

*

210 W. MICHIGAN
ORLANDO,FLA.32806
(305,. 843-4320

*

it

Camouflage Shirts• Camouflage Pants
Camping Equipment• Compasses• Clothing
Machettes •Combat Boots• Blue Jeans
Tarps• Knapsacks

*

it

OPEN lOAM-lOPM MON.·FRI.
SAT. & SUN. BY APPOINTMENT

it
it

*

VISA-MASTER CHARGE

COME IN AND BROWSE AROUND

it

******

*****

*

************************* ** .

MARKETPLACE
for sale

•.

typists

help wanted

services

$71,200.00 Assumable at 10% 5 min from UCF,
Beaut. brick home in country setting • 3 bdrm, 2
~ath, lg screen porch, Realty International In·
vestments Corp Realtor 645-3509

OVERSEAS JOBS • Summer/year round. Europe, S.
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box 52·
FL4 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

EXPERT lYPING: 22 yrs exp. Full time. Term
papers, thE'il:!, iveports, resumes, etc. Correcti~n
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.

NEED THAT SPECIAL ROOM OR HOUSE TOUCHED
UP? Village Painters will paint from a closet to a
complex. Give us a call for a free estimate, .6285715. We're just workin' our way through.

FIAT, 2 DOOR, 74 SPT, SL 128,·AIR, AM/FM, 4SD
GOOD SHAPE, ECONOMIC GAS MILEAGE. CALL
.275-7017

10 Students
INSID£ SALES, Close to UCF 5:30-9:00, Mon.·Fri.
$3.50/hr. Call Dave 678-8088 •

Water ski Er Comp 1, adj binding. $150. Call after
e·PM 855-5087.

Earn extra income in your spare time. Training
provided. Call 671-1817.
Progressive heavy metal band looking for
dedicated vocalist into Rush and mostly orig.
material. Call Doug, 671-0016.

TYPING! Quality thesis, term papers, resumes &
letters. Paper supplied; editing if , needed. IBM
Selectric II. 1 mile from Campus. Marti, 365-6874
after 5:30 PM.
.. · ·

RIDING LESSONS
Have you always wanted to learn to ride western?
Well here is your chance. I have just started riding
lessons in the afternoons & weekends. Private
, lessons are $12.50/hr, a couple is $10 each per
hour.Hour lessons will begin in a ring & you will
end up taking trail rides. Call Karen Davis after 6
PM 611-4710 or days at 2121.

SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
Car-inv. value $2143 sold for $100 thru gover·
· nment auctions in your area. For information on
vehicle bargains call 602-941·8014 Ext. 8587.
64" TECH I WATERSKI adi binding good condition
$100 or best offer 282-4842.
12 yr old PAINT MARE for sale or lease versatile,
show or pleasure 282-4842.
1975 VW RABBIT REBUILT ENGINE, HOLLY CAR·
BUERATOR, MECHANICALLY SO.UNO GREAT GAS
MILEAGE, AM-FM CASSffiE 'STEREO, $2195
CALL 671-3920 ASK FOR DAVE
1978CAMARO
automatic, ps, pb, air, w/ AM·FM cassette. Great
gas mileage! $5900 Call Dave at X2865 or 277·
3282.

roommates

Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM
& Turabian style. Nancy· 851-4489. ·
TYPING • Anything & everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli, 628-5489 or 678-7371.
Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term papers;
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671·
6098.

w/

Oviedo working female wants to share home
2
females, call 365-6084 or 295-8457 (leave
message)

RATES TOO HIGH? CALL ME! Professional typist,
16 years experience at low rates; special rates on
BIG jobs; paper and editing included. Will cut rate
for referrals. CALL DAY OR NIGHT· 678-4360.

ROOMMATE NEEDED-DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM
CAMPUS $100 MO & 1/3 UTILITIES CALL 275'3991 ASK FOR LARRY OR BYRON

Typing service available, 11 years experience.
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.

Female or male roommate wanted to share
executive style 3 bedr, 2 bth home, w/pool, 7
miles from UCF call Jim, after 6 678-4524.
Furn. room wl kitchen privileges In apt.• complex.
Pool, tennis, sauna. $135/mo. Includes util &
phone. Call 277·6323 evenings.

Word processing typing.
Dissertation • thesis • reports
.
851-5252

Teit Books· COC 1100, EUH 3122, PHI 3600, U~t

Gay Social Sehices of Central Florida offering
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
with trained members & special activities. For information call 843-2750.
ABORTION SERVICES,' FREE PREG~ANCY TEST,
.LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magn~lia Avenue. Ava,ilable by phone 24 hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregn~ncy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Cedntral Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

1W~HS~4~~~W~A~200~ . AU~~~~~~~~~~+
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

for rent

1005.ca112s2-4483
Two portable sewing machines $29.00each exc.
cond 671-5092 "Singer" Straight/Stich •
1978 Yamaha Y280, Exe. Cond. 425.00, call' Vince after 3, 671-0016.
1978 Firebird, AM-FM, Air, Power str, Power
brks,. New tires, exc cond., call • 671-7942, after
five.
DESK· Mrtyle all wooden 42" by 76" conference,
style double pedestal, typing leaf, $250.00 call
647-3311.
.
JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
AY.!!lable through gov. agencies, many sell for uo·
de7S200. Call 602-941-8041 ext. 8587 for your
directory on how to purchase.

Energy
Credit

If you installed
energy savers , you
may be eligible for
a special energy
tax credit.
Internal Revenue Se;..ice

Ad deadlines are Friday at 5 PM for display &
Monday at noon for Classified ads. Ads must be
submitted in person & paid for at the time of
placement, unless arrangements are made otherwise. Call 275'!"2865 or stop by the business office
located next to the new Health Center. Classified
on-campus rates are 50¢ per line.

-. . . . . . . ..

Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment • Counseling for men

Studio & 1 br furn.-apts on lake from $225/month
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
w/ utilities includ. 10 min from UCF call Richard
,
Bates at 849-0020 or 896-5679.
i----p-e_f_S_O_D_a_)~---....11

deadlines

...

'

DUPLEX 2 bedrm, for rent during June, July &
August. Call Jerry after six 898-7210 •.

RENT NOW AND SAVE! Last months rent not
required if rented before construction is com·
pleted. Each new townhouse with washer dryer
security alarm and more. 4 students allowed.
We'll help find roommates. Day 644-1952 'Eve
869-1895.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant?Need helpT841-2223

.. ...

.. .

Anyone interested in forming a Buddhist Insight
Meditation group? Call Ed at 671-8166.

carpool
CARPOOL Clermont or Lake County area to UCF
Call 394-3692 for information or leave message
at 394-6664.

Earned
Income
Under

$8000?

If you did , you may be
eligible for an earned income
credit of up to $400. Call lhe
IRS toll-free number for
details.
Internal Revenue Service

. • .. ·-·· t ... f

...•

..
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SPORTS
-easeball team up and down over break
by Vince Cotroneo
FubnSbdl

At the beginning of the 1981 season,
Knight head coach Bill Moon said con-

sistency would be the key for a successfu I year.
Through 34 ballgames, the record
rests 'at 20-11-3 and their play hasn't
had the consistency Moon's been
looking for.

Kevin Mason/Future

Team captain Bill Halpin in action at the plate for the Knights.

"This is one of the best ballclubs I've
had in my four years at UCF. They
have the ability but some days they
play like demons and others we play
like week old soda without the fizz."
From March 9th to March 24th,
UCF did not lose in 14 outings, posting
ties with Temple, 2-2, and Yale, in a
wind aided fiasco, 21-21. At that point,
the Knights had an impressive 19-6: 3
·mark, good enough to rank the Knights
11th in the nation for Division II
baseball.
After that, however., the team hit .a
four game losing skid, dropping games
to Jacksonville and three to Bradley.
Moon feels his team wasn't outplayed.
"We didn't get beat, we lost those
games. Either we didn't have the pitching or .the defense or no offense. We
lacked the consis't ency." "
The Knights sta rted the spring quarter o.n a winning note against Tampa
on Monda y, 11 -4 in Tampa. Tomm y
Foy picked up his fourth win bf the
season without a loss on the mound for
UCF . H.is ERA stands at 2 ..87 :- Sam
Nattile and Jose Fontanez cracked
.home runs in the victory.
On Tuesday, the Knights challenged
the Spartans· again at the baseball
complex and came out on the short end
of a 5-3 score. Pat DeVincentis, the·
freshman hurler of Tampa, held the
powerful UCF offensive attack hitless
for s,ix-innings.
Jn the fourth , Tampa catche.r Frank
Lopez tagged a Rusty Hodges fastball
and drilled it to the center field fence.
The ball hit the fence and bounced
over to give Tampa a 2-0 lead.
UCF erupted for three runs in the
seventh. Reggi e Arrington reached on
an error by the shortstop and Tim
· Foskett foliowed with a bunt single.
After Bill Halpin sacrificed the runners
into scoring position, ~am Nattile
delivered an RBI single.
Foskett scored on a wile! pitch to tie
the contest at 2-2. UCF then jumped in
front 3-2 when Nattile scored on Jim
Hawkins single.

In the extra inning, it was Lopez
again who stopped UCF. His double
brought two runners across the plate
for the victory.
Today, the Knights begin play in the
Sunshine State Conference against the
Biscayne Bobcats at the baseball complex at 3: 15. The teams will meet again
tomorrow for a doubleheader starting
at 12:30.
·

Sports
S.horts
Soccer
The UCF men's soccer team defea ted
the Atlanta Chiefs of th e North
Am e rican Socc er Lea gu e in a n
exhibition match la st Frida y here on
ca mpus . .
T he Knights won th e Match 4-3. After being ti ed at the end of regulation
pla y, the Knights won a shoot out 2-.1
giving them the 4-3 win.
Robert Liut, Ron y Francois , Lance
McKinnon, and Dave Fall all scored
goals for the Knights, with Francois
scoring twice.
The Knights never trailed in the contest, and scored all their goals on
alumnus Lou ·Cioffi.

Crew

The UCF Crew Team opened its
season with .some serious rowing at the
sixth annual President's Cup Regatta
held. March 14 at the University of
Tampa.
·
The Women's four boat team, consisting of stroke; Micki Ki'e ther,
second; Leslie DeZwart, third; Beth
Shaw, bow;· Ilene Dinnan, and coxswain; Cindy Wever, placed third in
the varsity race-.
Tampa tied the game again in the·
Neal Self placed fourth in the Open
ninth. The Knights had the oppor- singles race for the Men's team.
tunity to win with the bases loaded in
The Crew Team will compete in a
th e b~ttom of the ninth but Hawkins tournament tomorrow at Rollins
College.
·
·
struck out to end the rall y.

LOUNGE
and·
'PACKAGE
•Dance to your
favorite music
•240 toot
Conversation
Bar
OPEN7DAYS
SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11 TILL 12
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 TILL 2

FANCY PANTS
LEVIS 814.99
CORDS & DENIMS

FASHION JEANS & PANTS
20o/oOFF
.LADIES' & MEN'S SHIRTS
BUY ONE GET 2ND FOR 1 ¢
Sou th Orange Blossom Center
441 &Holden
855-5100

Danube Plaza
South Semoran
282-0441
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Fisher's Forum

Pros play for ·money, amateurs for pride
by, Marty Fisher
Future Sbff

nament, college sports are very un- Knights, 20-11-3, are ranked 11th in 50 fans, yet the play~rs are out there
The nip in the air is gone. The strong predictable.
the nation in Division II. Across town, every day playing their hardest.
winds of March have been replaced by
Den't get me wrong, professional Rollins is 23-7 and ranked 1~th.
College players have m~re to prove
the balmy breezes of April. Sunshine sports .are very exciting to watch but (Former Tar player John Castine is in .t han individuals that have already
creeps through the window earlier and usually not until the latter part of ·a town playing third base for the Twins.) made it in the pros. Amateur and colstays later than it has for many mon- game. With col~ege games the action Florida Southern,.ranked second-in the lege players seem to reach down deep
ths. Spring . is in the 'a ir and so are usually starts heating up right away.
for the extra effort more often when
nat~on, sports a 32-2 record with a 26
many unidentified flying baseballs.
'As a major league baseball fan for game win streak. Florida International they"re not getting paid.
Now that the winter is gone the time mariy years, I've seen. the best. profes:- University, another UCF qpponent, is·
For high-quality, high-priced play
has come once again for the boys of sional baseball has to ·off er. With the currently ranked fifth.
you can watch the pros. For me, I'll
summer to migrate south for the start Grapefruit League in full swing, CenCollege baseball in C~ntral Florida take the real boys of summer, the
of the major league baseball spring tral Florida baseball fans have a is one of the state's best kept se~rets. amateurs who look like they· really
training "Grapefruit LeaguP.."
chance to see big-time' baseball. But Rarely do the games draw more than mean it. ·
Barring natural disasters such as when the pro teams pack their gear
hurricanes, tidal · waves, ·earthquakes and head north, where . do the local
and strikes,- spring and spring trainiflg baseball fans go?
are regular occurrences d_u ring March
It seems most head back to their livand April. .
ing rooms to search the T. V. Guide for
The team captains,' meeting for Softb~ll is at 4:0.0 p.m. on Wt•dnescla~, April 8,
Careers are made and broken under a game to watch. Few people realize with the hiandatory umpire's clinic· immediately following. Game~ wtll s:art at
the. Florida sun. Young players invited the quality of baseball right on their 4:00 p.m., Monday April 13.
..
to pro camps- dream of making the cut back doorsteps.
The late entry deadline for_Yolleyball is 4:00 p.m~ Tuesday April 7. Rosters and
to join the big leagues. Experienced
Starting here at home, Bill Moo!l's forff'it frp must be turned in by noon on Monday, April 13 .
playersuseGrapefruitLeaguetraining ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a<; a springboard to their best seasons
yet. .Prima donna players use spring
training as a time to hold out in contract negotiations for another hundred
thousand dollars or so before reporting
to camp . .
. But spring training is als~ one of the
few fun times of the year for pro
players. The combination of a fresh
start, a five-month layoff and the
state's vacation atmosphere seem fo
' put the players at ease. For a few weeks
at least, the high-priced bonus babfes
1actually. look like they're having· fun, ·
not just hanging around passing the
time for Wells Fargo to pick up their
paychecks.
Statistics released by the Major
League Players Association show that
the average salary for a major league
'baseball player is about $132,000 per
year. That's not the star players, these
are th~ .230 hitters, the guys who will
wear out the seats of their pants before
breaking a sweat.
When it comes down to it, the simple
game that Abner Doubleday played in
'Cooperstown, N.Y., with a stick and a
crude ball, has turned into a
multifaceted, multimilliop dollar industry.
Baseball is obviously not the only
pro sport ~ffender. But when the
'Lords of Baseball,' those spoiled rich..
. kids, want -something, the sky's the
limit.
~
h wasn't alw?ys this way. Some people actua!ly used to play baseball for
the sport of it. Money was just a tool to
enable the player to pl~y more
baseball. Until the late 1960s only a
select few players -_ made more than
$100,000 per year or made nea1ly so
much noise about playing conditions,
clauses and contracts. Before the bidding war begar:i, the boys of summer
were on the field to play baseball,
keeping outside matters off the field.

Intramurals·

For most pro players, no matter
what the sport, the special drive and
determination they had in their
amateur career is diminished when
they sign pro contracts. Once a player
is paid for what he used to do for fun, a
slight, almost imperceptible change
takes place. It's not a hobby anymore,
it's a jGb.
· Many sports fans will agree that
amateur and collegiate sports are
much more interesting and unpredictable than the pros. College players
play with much more enthusiasm amd
abandon. Pride and personal goals
take the place of paycheck. As prov-

a

ed by the recent NCAA basketball tour-

~--··········----------l!ll•••••••ll!l•lilllliaiillimmmmm•

Calendar\ of Events
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Sat.

Fri.

Thurs.

Sun.

4

5

Santana in concert,
"Life o~ Brian, mo.v ie, 8 p.m., Curtis Hixon
8:30.p.m. EN AUD
Hall, Tampa

6

7

10

9

8

11

12

Lecture with artist

Contemporary Music Festival

Dan Biferie, 12 p.m.,
HFA305

California Wi_!!e Tasting,
2·5 P·!!l·· Lake
Buena Vista

.

-

13

14

Candidates' Forum, 11 a.m.·1 p.m.,
SC Green
Full Circle Band,
11 a.m.-1 p.m.,
SC Gr"'"'"

20

21

16

15

17

Sen. William Proxmire,
speech, 11 a.m.,
SCA

22

28

23

29

19

.. The ln·L!!WS,"
movie, 8:30 p.m.
EN AUD

24

Stereo Show, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Bob Rose Trio, concert, 'SCA
11 a.m.-1 p.m.,
SC Green

27

18
.

25

"The Beepl~,'' play,
8 p.m., Central

26
"The Hunter," movie,
8:30 p.m., SCA

30

"Village of the Damned,"
movie, 8:30 p.m., EN AUD

2

1

3

May

"Halloween," movie
8:30 p.m., SCA
Fl. Speech & Hearinci Assoc.··State Conference, Jacksonville

I
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.
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Consumer ripoff surfaces in Orlando

.

.

1~~1

STATLER SERVICE
"&SUPPLY, INC.

Another "get rich quick" scheme has fallen apart, leaving several
Central Florida consumers angry and $1,500 poorer, according to
Duke Mills, chairman of the Better Bv.siness Department of the Orlan·
do Chamber of Commerce.
"The same man has apparently pulled this off twice since last Ju·
ly," Mills said, "and has so far milked over $100,000 from his victims!'
According to Mills, the scam was pulled off by a man calling hi~self
John Grover. Mills described Grover's system as ·" simple and very in-

81ueprinting
Drafting/Engineering Supplies
Office Sup~lies
149 E·. Broadway Street
· Oveido, Florida 32765
Phone (·3~5) 365·7~49/365-~910 ex~:::~:e~=n

an ad in local newspapers and magazines offering an
"easy source of income.,, The ad stated that a new publication titled
TV ~able Life was entering ~he Central Florida market and distribu·
tion routes were available for any interested people. According to the
ad, all the consumer had to do was deliver issues of the publication to

I 0 To 15 01fl0 PISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS, FA~ULTY & STAFF

~~=~~~~==~~=;==~~~~~~~~~-!~~~~-~~~~w~~~~M~~~~~~a~.~~~~m~u~

this task the employee would be paid $50 a week.
·
"What the ad failed to mention is that you had to buy your route for
$.1 500," Mills said. "Grover was such a fast talker that the consumers
had signed a ·c ontract and paid their money before they realized that
they would have towork for some 30 weeks before their investment
would begin to pay·off." said that the TV ca.h ie Life publication went
bankrupt in late August, sticking almost 100 consumers with the bill.
In October, Grover started another publication called the Week·
end Sllopper "This time he introduced a new wrinkle," Mills stated.
According .to Mills, Grover offered commercial routes for this
publication. For ·a price varying from $4,000 to $5,000, the consumer
was entitled to deliver the publication to several businesses in the
Orlando arejl.
.
.
Again Grover declared bankruptcy and absconded with over
$100,000, Mills said.
Although the state attorney's office is' investigating the matter,
Mills said the results are not promising. "Firstly, it is not definite tlTat
Grover violated aily real laws," be said. "Secondly, no trace of
Grover can be found."
"The motto here is the same that can be found in a thousand stories
hke this, "Mills said. "Consu~er.s--Stop and think before ,you ·_buy!"

'IEGllUOOLOR.®

·s TAFF
Inside Lines is a .supplement.to the Future.
Editor
Mike Griffin
Assistant Editor
Lee Elliott
"Entertainment Editor
Kathleen Foronda

On the cover
Kevin. Mason, Future photo chief, had the distinct pleasure of capturing three lovely ladies wearing the latest swimsuit fahions. See the
center spread for more.
·

PRE MEDICAL STUDENTS
• Profe.ssional Consultation re all foreign medical schools in
Italy, Spain, Mexico and the Caribbean.
•Placement into the schooi you qualify for
·
•No Placement Fee

· We will be in Orlando Fla. on April 21or22.
·For an appointment call or write:
CJ INSTITUTE (Medical Education Consultants)
139 85 Street Brooklyn, NY 11209 (212) 238-0492

TOBEC@MING

~

.STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OF FERS .
..LE.GAL SERVICES·
1

ALL YOU CAN BE
TAKE A STEP TOVIARD YOUR fUYU·RE.
BE J\LL YOU CAN BE.
A·RMY RO~rc
LEARN W~- IAT
IT TAKES -r () L FAD

1

GOTPROBLEMS\VITH:----·---------Landlords?
Insurance.?
Srudent Government seeks to provide
at the University of Central Florida
students
Contracts?
The Police?

MAJOR JAMES D. HOHN ADAY

CALL:

.

.

Universitv of Central Florida
Orlando. Florida 328'16

(305)275-2430
.

'

with Legal services in matters affecting their
welfare as students. Services provided include
and
landlord
tenant, ·· consumer~
discrimination problems. Also, noncriminal
·traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property,
and name change transactors.
.
Our program offers legal advice, con- ·
sultation and document drafting ~ of
charge to students in need of services. Call
2 i 5-253 8 or stop by S.C. 210 fm more information or an appoinment.

.., ~........-------------------------------------------"'~

(;i
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Life g~arding:

r------------------~-----------,

by Doug Marks
Staff writer

Despite the discomfort of long
hours in a hard chair, the
lifeguard keeps shifting his gaze
back and forth across the waves,
watching; waiting.
The swells are heavy today and
surfers dot the water like ducks
on a pond, jockeying for position
on the best waves. As one surfer
drops down the face of a wave
another surfer cuts him off. The
first man tries to k~ck out, but
the lip of the breaking wall of
water slams into his chest; man
and board disappear in the
churning foam. The board pops
up·, the surfer...
The lifeguard scrambles down
the stand and sprints through
the shallows, high-stepping to
clear the wavetops. He hits
deeper water and dives forward,
head above the water.
A mop of blond hair surfaces
and a limp arm appears. The
guard approaches, reverses his
kick, grabs the back of the victim's wrist and ·p ulls the man to
him. Clamping his arm across
the man's chest, the lifeguard
strikes for shore. As he reaches
the shallows other rescuers
splash out and help pull th~ unconcious victim in. The surfer's
heart is still beating; another life
is saved.
Few jobs are as exciting--and
boring as lifeguarding. The hours
are long, the training is
strenuous and the wages are
menial. A glowing tan and the attention of winsome beach bunnies are two fringe benefits, but
·the best reward is the satisfaction you get from saving lives.
Lifeguarding can also be
hazardous. Beach guards have
to -contend with · tides, currents,
and marine life such as sharks
and jellyfish. They also have a
lot of churning water to keep an
eye on. Whatever the body of
water, the most dangerous thing
to a . lifeguard is the victim.
Guards have to handle people
bigger than them, and often the
only thin9 .a victim is interested

ANY RECORD OR TAPE
(WITH THIS AD)

EXPIRES: APRIL 10, 1981

UNIVERSITY SQUARE 677-REEF

..

~~----~-------------------~----~

Vouch

ob CQag~ 
in is climbing on top of the
rescuer.
Almost
every
employer
requires hi~ guards to be RedCross certified. The American
- Red Cross offers two lifesaving
·c ourses: Advanced Lifesaving.
Completion of the course can get
you a job anywhere, and make
you eligible to take the Water
Safety Instructor course, which
certifies you to teach swimming
and lifesaving.
Bei'1g a lifeguard isn't easy and
the class is no cinch. To take the
advanced course you have to be
able to swim 500 meters, then
tread water for five minutes.
During the course you'll swim
500 meters per class and learn
the techniques of water safety
and rescues. It's a super way to
get in shape and develop confidence in your aquatic abilities.
The Orlando Red Cross chapter is offering two advanced

DRY CLEANERS·
Ready When You Need It!

3 piece suit $3.99
(maximum 3)
~ piece suit $2.99 .
3 for the price of 2 on pants & skirts
(maximum 3)
(Good-Until April 111

suede-leather

One Day Shirl Se..Vlce·.

~> ~':nc!.~i'irs

HoU::::'.::

,.. Perfect Pleat . Drapery · ~!
7414 University Blvd. '
University Square
678-8121

:univ. Blvd•.

1-:I
~

.

~nvi~~"~~~~rt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

April 6 at the Dover Shores and
College Park pools. Tuition is
$16, which included books and
pool fee. The course, consisting
of 11 two-hour classes, lasts two
weeks. You can register at the
chapter office at the corner of
Bumby and Central avenues or
call 894-4141. ·

.I NSTANT PHOTOS WHILE YOU WAIT
WASMAN COLOR PRODUCTIONS INC.
Resume',

I

RECORD REEF
50¢ OFF

The summer.job of saving lives

P~ssport, Real Est~te Application

and Nursin~ Application Photos

$1.000FF
With This Coupon
or U.C.F. l.D.
(color or black & white)

,at."
~ac

~

.

WHEN YOU SEE OUR
GREAT SELECTION
OF.GUITARS
.& ACCESSORIES

$1 00 '0FF·

.I

STRINGS OR STRAPS
WITH THIS AD

MUSIC SHACK
c~si\

Pinn la .._ flletorn 19lt.

LARGE PIZZA
FOR PRICE OF
MEDIUM
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

·Records•Tape•Music•Ouitars•Banjos•Mandelins
Sheet Music•Accessory ltems•811itar .Repair SeNice
·8ibson•Epiphone•Yamaha•8uild
Gibson and Epiphone Warranty Center
•YOUR LOCAL MUSIC SUPPUER•
Butler Plaza
1429 E. Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, Fla. 32707
(305) 678-1765

Orange Blossom Center
4510 S.O.B. Trail
Orlando, Fla. 32805
(305) 855-0783

. Sleek new
•
swimwear
for '81

--

.

by Mike Griffin
Magazine Edlto~

Kathleen Foronda
Entertainment Editor

..

This year's fashions are in anand the trend is moving awa~
from the one piece and back to
the bikini, according to · Gary
Reisman, manager of Lily Ann's
boutique in Winter Park.
Kathy Martain and Stacy
Decoursey are modeling two
examples of the new style.
Kathy (above) is featured in a
beach trim, heart motif fuchsia
colored bikini by Cole Jumors of
California. This suit retails for
$25.
.

Stacy is shown wearing the fig
leaf bikini design of Giorgio
Saint Angelo. - The bottom ·is
comprised of multi-colored
leaves on a soft lavender
background.
The suit is
available for $44.
The men's baggie style swimwear continues to be popular
this year.
Larry Kroft is wearing Sundeck
baggie~ for $21 and a Lightning
Bolt windbreaker for $30.

Swimsui·

From left to right:
Harbour Casuals'
striped maillots wid
back. This suit is mil
ton, nylon ·and lycra Cl
for $29.
Kathy. is in a suit frol
Juni'ors' Soho Collect
Cho Cho ,. maillot in a
print with a low criss·c1
The suit retails at $30.

age 5

* BOB FOSSE* GOWER CHAMPION* MICHAEL BENNm *
DIRECT FROM NEW YORK WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE ON THE
BROADWAY STAGE AND WITH MAJOR BALLET COMPANIES
it
....
u

z

f_,

You only have one body. Honor it. Our instructors have trained with the finest
teachers in the world and have performed _
in the original productions of such highly
acclaimed broadway musicals as· !!A.
Chorus Line" and filulin:'..
.
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2500 CURRY FORD RD.
282-6816
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677-5737
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·*CLASSICAL BALLET
*JAZZ
* DANCERCISE
*TAP·

. 1 Free Class Of Your Choice With This Ad
* NATALIA MARAKOVA * MARIA TALLCHIEF* JOEL GREY*

.

'

JR'S V.W. REPAIR
3651 ALAFAYA TRAIL
OVIEDO, FL. 32765
365-7630
365-5061

~

CUSTOM WORK
& BUMP & PAINT

(FREE RIDE BACK TO U.C.f .).

Having a financial problem with your car?
Need repairs done but short on money?
JR'S V.W. CAN HELP YOUR PROBLEM
. BY FINANCING YOU!

s on the cover ..•
n one of
hapless,
a bikini
le of cot1d retails

Jantzen
n is this
butterfly ·
tss back.
l

Als.o from Jantzen Juniors by
Label 4, Swims is a maillot of
bright stripes ·against · a dark
background. ff s an adjustable
high-leg styled suit with a low ·
plunge back modeled by Dana
Trent. This retails at $29.
Ladies' swimsuits provided by
Lily An's of Wnter Park, and
menswear by Brother's Three.
Models compliments of Barbizon
School of Modeling.

17-92 & CANDACE DRIVE
Y2MllE N. OF

Photos by
Kevin Mason ·

MAITlANDINTERCHANCE~

FERN PARK
PHONE: 834-6300

Photo editor

•HAPPY HOUR e
4:30-8:00 DAILY
*2.75 PITCHERS
•MONDAY•

John Williams
Staff photographer

•SUNDAY•
_$2.00 PITCHERS/35¢ DRAFT All DAY

•TUESDAY•

.
· · lADIES DRINK FREE/NO COVER

$2.75 PITCHERS/JfO_COVER

•WEDNESDAY• - ·

FREE BEER/
MEN $4.00 COVER-LADIES $3.oo·

•THURSDAY•FRIDAY•SATURDAY•
·ROCK 'N ROll/*1.00 COVER .
APPEARINC THIS WEEK~ RACER

..TIRED OF HIGH ALBUM' PRICES?
. LP'S $1.00 AND UP

THE RECORD BIN
NEW & USED.AL.B UM:s
EXCELLENT CONDITION
FREE 45 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE
BUY•SELL•TRADE
282-0255

...

185A S. SEMORAN

1 BLOCK N. OF E/W EXPRESSWAY
IN PANTRY PRIDE·SHPG. CENTER

--

~·

....

I

(OPEN 1-6 MON.-SAT.}
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SIGHTS & SOU1YDS
will select the best banner experssing this year's theme,
"Greeks go · Hollywood." All

by Kathleen Foronda
Entertainment editor

Photo by Brian LaPeter

Every year the Greek Week
committee puts together the
social events that Greeks par~
ticipate in to wel.c ome Spring
and enjoy some healthy competition.

Next week, the various UCF
chapters of brothers and sisters
will shed their Topsiders, Calvin
Kleins, and button down shirts
for Greek-lettered jerseys, fadeH
blue jeans, and sneakers.
UCF's 13 fraternities and six
sororities will engage in a series .
of competitions exquisitely
tapered for the Greek physique.
Spectators beware: Greek Week.
is on.
Sponsored by the Panhellenic ·
and lnterfraterl)ity councils, the
event is held every spring. This
social function exclusively for
Greeks is a "form of release" ac- ·
cording to Greek Week commit- ·
tee chairman, Wendell French. ·
The committee is comprised of
r~p.resentatives
from each
organization. French said the·committee plans the schedule of
events about a year in advance.-.
He asked that the locations
and times for the Greek Week Various UCF sororities turn on the
schedule not be published so as race around the reflecting pond.

Some of the activities planned
are a skating party, costume party, and games such as the £hariot
race, tricycle race, and pyramid
stack.

.

PhotobyBrlanLaPeter .

'horsepower' in last year's chariot
·

is old fashioned 'fun with family' time
!·

by Kathleen Foronda
Entertainment editor

Energy - is boµncing off the walls ·at Dais.y' s
Basement. All the gaiety, ·music, and carefree ap-·
peal of the 1890s are at Orlando's newest night
spot located at 18 S. Gertrude St. Walkway
Daisy's combines the dinner theater: atmospheres
of Musicana and Once Upon a Stage. Yes, the
waiters ; and waitresses sing and dance, and yes,
there is a feature production--a melodrama.
Outside the building is a mural ot a blQck of
house reminiscent of the 1890's. Newsboys in

caps, sweaters, knickers, and argyles, women in After the sing-along there is
high-necked dresses with bustles, and "respec-· series of vaudeville acts by the
ta~le businessmen"in derbies and
, three-piece waiters· and waitresses.
The
suds..
·
·
·
f
"Y
w
H
·
.
. .
variat10ns o
es, e ave N o ·
Inside is non-stop entertamment. After fbppmg B ·
,,
b M C Mik M _
the $4.75 per person, the audience breaks to .sit at . ananas sung Y •• •
e c
one of the checker-clothed tables and join in a 30 fad~m, Allison De~me,_ ~anny
minute sing-along.
Craig, and Donna Kmca1d 1s exSome of the tunes in the handy booklet everyone ceptionally funn~.
gets are "In the Good Old Summertitne," "Four Finally, the main show, "Egad,
Leaf Clover," "My Wild Irish Hose," and Daisy's What a Cad," opens.
the~~ song "Bicycle Built for Two."
Of course, th~ villain, (played
At one point the two-piece band (Jim .Carter at the by Paul Heroux is caught and the
piano..and Jim Coston on banjo) call for a volun- h ero1ne
·
(p I aye d b y Ch ery I
teer. A free mug of beer to the person who can
·
.
sing 'My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean' by himself," ~onov~,n) IS sav~d by the
they call out. Being a family spot, Daisy's takes in manly hero (Denms Funk).
anyone. Little Lee (not a day over 12) walks up and
Beer, wine, sandwiches~ cheese
in a clear, relaxed voice recites: "My bunny lies board and sodas are available,
over the ocean, my bunny lies 011er the sea ... "
Shows are 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Qlumr,

nnb bring n
lFrtr.nb,
tn
SCIENCE FICTION
GAMES

INTERSTATE MALL
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

339-5448

APOGEE
BOOKS

('~~,CONWA~INEM~AV:~
~~ro.~~fl

FOOD * BEER* WINE* GAMES

ADMI'( .ONE FRE.E ,(SUN. THRUTHUR.) .
ADMIT TWO FOR ONE (FRI-. & SAT.)

JY.ow Playtng ···
.

7:30 Airplane
.
9:45 Urban Cowboy

THE DAIR ·SHOP·
Pr·e cisio.n Style Cut $7 .00

expires: 4/ 16/81

(Midnight)-Silver Str~ak (Gene Wilder & Richard Pryor)

CONWAY SHOPPING CENTER. (Next to Sheiks & Duffs)
SHOWTWES: 7 :30 & 9:45 MIDNIGHT FRI: & SAI.
282-FILM

Full Ser:vke Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8.

a

age

Joni Mitchell rocking with jazz .
by Paul Gerardi
Staff Writer

.

.

For about the past eight years
Joni Mitchell had slowly been
moving toward a jazz fusion
style. She surrounded herself
with some of the best jazz studio
musicians available. Her last
album
"Mingus"
was · a
collalloration with a jazz great,
bassist Charles Mingus.
With the release of "Shadows
and Light" her marriage to jazz
fusion is complete. She is no
longer primarily a rock musician.
She is also a very credible jazz
. vocalist.
·

The band in "Shadows and
All the tunes on the album are
Mitchell's vocal work on the
album is excellent and she Light" has some of the best of recognizable and most of thein
proves that she can survive out- contemporary jazz musicians. are fairly recent. The main difside of the studio. Throughout Pat Metheny (guitar) and Lyle ference is that these are not the
most of the album hers is the Mays (keyboards) are both from stiff "rehearse till you dropd
only voice heard. Th~ exceptions the Pat Metheny Group and dead" stud-i o arrangements. are "Why Do Fools Fall in Love," Bassist Jaco Pastorius, hails - Many tlmesthe soloists are the
"Shadows and Light," and "God from Weather Report. Rounding ones who really ·make the tune
Must Be A Boogie Man" where out the band are · Michael take off. Metheny and Brecker in
the Persuasions do back•up Brecker (sax.o phones) and Don particular are outstanding.
Mitchell has-a-concept- that wili ·
work. Mitchell really shows her · Alias (drums and percussion).
stuff
t.hough
on
the The band cannot be considered influence rock in this decade.
"Dreamland" track. It's a duet just a back-up band for Mitchells
"Shadows ancf l.iglii" -is - an
where Don Alias plays the vocals. The band is just as much album that requires an attentive
congas and she sings. With the a ·part of the total s·ound as Mit- listener to really acquire an ap- ·
absence of any melodic in- chell is. They interact well with preciation for it. That may be its
strument Mitchell still sings ef- her and the result is a very spon- downfall. However those who do
fortl~ssly .
tane.ous live album.
. listen will not be disappointed.

STEINMETZ.
EDITORIAL
SERVICES
.

***************************
*
. SALES**
* EMPLOYMENT _OPPORTUNITIES IN AD

t.** .

of Orlando

(305) 568-4780

~o~~ RESUMES .(STUDENT RATE) $25.00
~
$5.000FFWITHTHISAD .
RESEARCH INDEXING • LAYOUT •RESUME-EDITING

PARK AVENUE
HAIR
DESIGNERS

HAIRCUTS

*

·..

WE'LL GIVE YOU AS MUCH MONEY AS YOU#
WANT TO EARN!

*
** CALL 275-2865 FOR MORE DETAILS *
*
.
*
***************************

NOW OPEN IN ORIANDO

Ltd.

$1.000FF

.....·$9 .
wi'th this ad
532 S. Park Ave.
MON.~SAT.

10-6

SASSOON
TRAINED
STYLISTS

IARGEPIZZA
with coupon
628-0405
Toil Free 800-432-524?

PICK UP OR DINE IN

l' l IYSIC:IA'- '.l..\~:\(;ED
1-:ST ·\lll.ISllt-:D l!li':!

Mon. - Thurs.: 11-11 Fri.·& Sat.: 11-2 Sun: 12-10
BEER~WINE-SUBS

7333 Lk. Underhill Rd. 273-SOlO

Schedule your next French class
· · inFrance.
·
It's a lot easier than you think. As you'll discover in the next issue of Insider - the free
supplement to your college newspaper from Ford. And it makes a lo~ of sense. If you're
going to learn French, why not learn 1t from the experts.
Insider will include everything you need to know to do just that We'll tell you how
to get there, what it costs, how to plan, differences between American-affilia~ed
universities and foreign learning institutions, an outline of language requirements
_
and, most importantly, how to find a job.
. So if you' ve been thinking about taking a semester or·two
abroad, stop thinking. And next time registration comes
around, schedule your French class where you'll learn the
·
· most. .. in France.
Don't miss the next issue of Insider. Besides travel tips, yoLJ'll
see the great new lineup of Ford cars for 1981. Featuring
Escort, Mustang and the exciting new EXP. .. tomorrow is here
from the world of Ford.

TREAT YOUR
STUDENT
BODY TO
TACO VIVA'S
• NUTRITIOUS FOOD
• GREAT TASTE
. • REASONABLE
PRICES

TACO .

VIVA

WHEN YOU SAY TAco: SAY VIVA

•'••I

.
:

EL COUPON

3 BEEF TACOS

-~
PLUS TAX

•

•••I
I
•

I•••=
I•••·
9

EXPIRES: 4/17/81

B.COUPON

.
•

•

.ONE BEEF BURRITO
I& REG. SOFT QRINK8

Look for Insider. Ford's continuing series
of college new~paper supplements.

FORD
FORD DIVISION - · -

•

$1.00

•

PLUSTAX

•

~XPIRES: 4/17i81

•
. •

•

•••••••••••

"THE LATE.NIGHT SPOT"
IN WINTER PARK MALL
· OPEN NIGHTLY 'TILL 11
FRIDAY &SATURDAY 'TILL 12
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FREE BUS .SERVICE TO STUDENTS
. As a· result of SG's contribution of $6,000, the East Orange Express now inch>.des UCF! As of Monday,
March 30, the Univ~rsity of Central Florida was connected to the currently operating East Orange Express
which runs five times daily form Christmas, Florida to Colonial Plaza. The current East Orange Express is
an Orange County funded pilot project scheduled to operate through September 30 of this year in order to
establish area ridership. The new inclusion of UCF, along with the support-of the UCF Student Government, hopefuHy will increase ridership. Everyone is urged to use the bus as only excellent participationin
· the system will insure continuation past September of this year. For additional information call . Dan
Friend at 273-2941 or S.G. 275-2191.

WESTBOUND

Storey Pa.rtin
herman St.
airway Park
Bonneville
E.O. Serv. Ctr.
- u.c.F.
High Point
Park Manor
Murdock Rd.
Dean Rd.

~Valencia

·

Goldenrod Rd.
Forsythe Rd.
So. Semoran
Colonial Mall

Colonial Mall
So. Semoran
Forsythe Rd.
Goldenrod Rd.
Valencia
Dean Rd.
~ Murdock Rd.
Park Manor
High Point
U.C.F.
E.O. Serv. Ctr.
·Bonneville
~Fairway Park
Sherman St.
Storey Partin
6th Street

AM

AM

PM

6:00
6:08
6:11
6:13
6:15
6:17
6:18
6:24
6:30
6:3-J
6:S2 .
6:33
*
6:35
6:37
6:40
6:50

**
8:00
8:03
8:05
8:07
8:09
8:10
8:17
8:24
8:25
8:26
8:27 .
8:32
8:39
8:41
8:44
8:54

10:07
10:15
10:18
10:20
10:22
10:24
10:25
10:32
10:39
10:40
10:41
10:42
10:47
10:54
10:57
11:00
11:10

12:50
12:58
1:03
1:05
1:07
1:09
1:11
1:19
1:28
1:29
1:30
1:31
1:36
1:43
1:45·
1:48 1:58

AM

AM

AM

PM

PM

7:00
7:.08
7:10
7:12
7:19
7:24
7:25
7:26
7:27
7:37
7:45
7:51
7:53
7:55
7:57
8:00
**

9:00
9:08
9;10
9:12
9:19
9:24
9:25
9:26
9:27
9:37
9:45
. 9:46
9:48
9:50
9:52
9:55
10:05

11:12
11:22
11:30
11:32
*
11:34

2:00
2:10
2:13
2:15
2:22
2:27
2:28
2:29
2:30
2:38
2:46
2:48
2:50
2:52
2:54
2:57
3:07

5:45
5:55
5:58
6:00
6:0T
6:12
6:14
6:15
6:16
6:24
6:32
6:34

AM

11:35
11:36
11:37
11:45
11:55
11:57
11:59
12:01
12:03
12:06
12:16

·

PM
3:10
3:18
3:23
3:25
3:27
3:29
3:31 •
5:05
5:12
5:13
5:14
5:15
5:20
5:27 )
5:29
5:30 .
5:40

0

- -

6:36~
6:38)
6:40 I
6:43
6:53

Note:
~es not go to c .hristmas
*Does Not go to Valencia
·~_ay_over at East Orange Service Center

Fares:
Regular
50¢
Senior Citizens
2 5¢
Children µoder 12
25¢
Alafaya residents to and from UCF-10¢

FREE TO ALL STUDENTS WITH A UCF ID.

Monday through Friday only.
No Holidays or Weekends

DECLARE CANDIDA-CY
Declare candidacy by 4 p.m. today
in S.G. offices in the Student Cen•
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OPINION
Election chOices will determine UCF's future
Without.effective leaders, UCF will remain stunted correct leaders are chosen in the upcoming election of
A vital decision by th e students of UCF will be
made in less than three weeks . .Two people must be in its growth pattern for at least one year. With the Student Body Gov ernment President and Vice
found to fill the two most powerful positions major problems of the enrnllment cap and sta.te fun- President.
ding facing the university, it is crucial that the
representing the student body.
As students of this university, we have
responcibility to ourselves to. take a careful look at Our
choices and vote for the · ones who can most effectively lead UCF. toward progressive goals. This
should not be a popularity contest, candidates should
be selected for their abilit~.

a

S.G.
E-LEL,\\ON

HER€

Your .vote will make a difference because the right
candidate will make the difference. The votes cast on
April 21 and 22 determine the direction of Student
Go:.,ernment for th e year along with the amount of
pressure that everyone from faculty to the Board of
Regents recieve.
Take an interest in this election. Find out what the
candidates plan to do for you. Make the effort for.
·them now so those elected will be .obligated to make
the effort for you la~er.
1

''ARE You

Laura Hoffman

.Letters·to the Editor
Senator's concert·survey contradicts Franresponsible for these decisions.
room in this yea'f's budget for a concert
Myself , afong with a few senators are fund.
/
working on a proposal that would set .
I hope that this issue will someday be·
up a concert fund for this university. I resolved for the benefit of the students.
encoura ged the ASF Committee to find
Mark Donaldson

Editor:
ticket for the Gil E agles (hypnotist)
Last quarter the College of concert was not minimal. I( the 600
Education senators sponsored a
tickets at $4 a piece (the actual selling
Student Government booth in the price) had been sold, the Student CenEducation Building lobby. Question- ter would have made $2,400. Gil
naires were circulated to students, one Eagles onl y C<?St $1,200. Students don't
of which asked about concerts.
mind supplementing concerts. But they
From the data tabulated we found do It-lind using ASF moni es to make a
that most students wish for a rock con- prof it off the students.
cert c:m campus (preferabl y outdoors)
Furthermore, students don "t have the
at .an ·a pproximate cost of $15 ,000 to money to spend on unknown acts,
$25,000 dollars.
' especially when they are on a Monday
A separate survey showed that evening. It is hard to sell a product
. students at UCF don't mind paying a unless you have a salable item.
discounted price to see top entertain~
I could elaborate on more conflicts
ment . This survey conflicts with the in this article, but it would take more
campus concert articl e in the March room than you have available in yqur
1.3 Future.
paper.
I have found that students do not ·
I w9uld like to sa y that wh a t
resent buying ti ckets wh en Activity irritated me the most was an adand Service Fee money Is used if the ministrator is telling students how
charge is minimal. Four dollar.s per student money is not going to be spent.

Blount encourages use
of new.bus system
Dear Students,

I fed that we . the students must be
r

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on tlie Monday prior t«;>. publication to be considered for the issue. Letters must not exceed 250 words and must beat th.e writer's signature, a9dress, and phone
number. Names will be withheld upon request. Letters should· be typed or
printed clearly. The Future reserves the right to edit all letters to fit space
requirements.
Maiiing address;
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 Editorial
office phone: z'75-260 I. Business office phone: 275-286-5.

"'-

This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of $79,060 or 5.3
cents per copy to inform the university community. Annual advertising
revenue of $'50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost. The Future is
funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student
Governmen~ of the Unh:ers~ty of Central Florida.

r

I

University of
Central Flo~ida

..
\...

Editorial Board

Editor-in-Chief

flJllJJEI
. ...

Laura J. Hoffman
BusinPss Manager

Dana Treen, associate. editor; Kathleen Foronda ,
entprtainment editor; Davf Sherman , sports
editor; Ket:in Mason , photo editor; Sherry Reed,
assistant news e~itor; Teri Mahoney, copy editor

Business Staff

Paul A. Taylor
Managin g Edi_tor

. .Mary E. Wilson

I sincerely hope that your spring
break has bee·n an enjoyable one.
While you were away, we have used
this time 'to conclude our planning for
the final stages of my administration.
We a re proud to note the man y successes that we have enjoyed over the
period of a year, as we realize that the
months ahead are still crucial to
making our coprn1ittment to you a
success. Amongst the many events of
the break, I am most proud to .announce to you that Student Government has
finall y made transportation av a ilable
to you directl y at no cost. I hav e
· clecidecl to subsi_dize costs for the E ast
Orange Express to run to UCF! Effective Mqnday, March 30, the University
of Central Florida will be connected
to the currently operatin.g East Orange
Express, which runs five times daily
from Christmas to Colonial Plaza. The
current East Orange Express is an
Orange County funded pilot project
scheduled to operate thro.u gh Sept. 30
of this year. in order to establish area
· ridership. The inclusion of UCF, along
with the support of the UCF students
and Student Government, will increase
rid_ership. Everyone _is encouraged to

-

Darla Ki111wy Sl'nlrs, adt'ertisi11g manager; Tral'y Hosoj,
prorl11l'lin11 managl'I': Dat't' Stro11d. ~ales manager: Al'cou nt
rep n' c11tatii-rs: l. yn11 Bo1ci11 ; Michele Dads.Da t'<' Henderso n,
Ra11di Hill, Laura Mon( Li;; O 'Conn or, Din ah Tompkins:
Production staff: Na11 l' y Buonpan(' , Melanir' .Eri ckson: Wanda
Carf if'ld. fra11 Tralw / Cirrnlati on: Barbara Cowell ; Studrn t
assistant : Lisa J\ r•ndric k,
·

use the bus as only excellent participation in the system will ensure
continuation past September of this
year. The speculation that I had
predicted earlier, in that the federal
funding for this program will be cut,
became a r~ality. On April 17, 1981,
the now existing drivers on CET.'\ funding will be terminated due to a lack of
funds. Fortunately, the county commissioners have agreed to fund the
program up until Sep. 30 at ·which
time the program wiH be reviewed for
future continuation
I am pleased that a commitment to
you from me in the ·area of transpor.tation ha.s become ·a successful re.ality.
All students with a ~alidated pictured
identification card are eligible to ride
the bus at no charge as this service is
provided by and on the behalf of
Student Government. In closing, I
would Iike to· express a sincere feeling
of excitement and dedication to you as
I know that we will achieve all of the
goals set forth in this administ~ation,
and, on behalf of Student Government,
I would like to relay best .wishes to· you
on a successful quarter. As always,
James E. Blount
Student Body President

Th e Futur f is published weekly, fall , winter'
and spring and biweekly in th~ sumtrJ,er at
th P Univ ersity of Central Florida. ft is writ~
ten and edited by students of the University
with offices in the Art CGJmplex on Libra
Drive.
Opinions expressed in the Future are those
of th p·fditor or the writer of th e article, and
not necessarily those of th e Board of
Publi cati<ms, University. Administrati on, or
Boa ref of Regents .
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Search begins for Teacher of the Year Winner.
'

UCF's "Teacher of the Year Award" has been conferred upon Dr. Staff, when he
can be found. The award was given to Staff on the ba~is of his extraordinary expertise in widely varied fields.
·
The spring class schedule has the multi-talented Dr. Staff teaching a full load.~
Genetics Lab, Organic Speech Disorders, Compostion Fundamentals, Personal
Computing, Exploring Poetry, Fundamental Problems of Statistics, Piano,
Astronomy I, and many more,

The judges lauded Staff's eruditfon, calling· Staff a "Renaissance man par excellence, with the mental acuity of a Sherlock Holmes, the curiosity of a Da Vince
and the stamina of a mu!~. Best of all," continued the awards letter , "this man has
never shown up for a paycheck!"
Officials have set up re~onnaisance personnel to find Dr. Staff. His busy
~chedule is one of the major difficulties in locating him . Often he is taeaching twn
or more classes simultaneously.

Dniversitv of

Cer1tral Florida

for sale

Next on the age~da for UCF's gu ngho fundraisers is the public auction of
extraneous campus buildings.
.
Here, the ,;_dm inistration Building
awaits the block. Potential buyers in.elude Exxon, Burger King, Volksmunchen
Barbecue
Ltd.,
Sigurd
Rasmussen's School of Lapp Dancing,
Solar · Tanning Parlors and Acme
Nuclear Plants.
Said President C0alburn: "Any one
of these suck~rs would be a ·real good
bet, moneywise. Next,_ we hope to getr
a pretty penny foi: the Classroom
Building, once we get the mechanic~l
bull installed."
•

..

.Army ROTC spokesman Lt. Edgar Wabash announced Tuesday the special formation of a unit of English Majors.
Designed to shoulder ~he "English major's burden," as Wabash put it, the squads
~ill be trained and equipped to spread the fruits of Anglo literary culture to
deprived Third World countries.
"Primary emphasis of our training is on using m.odern methods of rapid
deployment of classic litera.ry works," Lt. Wabash said.
Prospective unit members will undergo a 10-week training session this summer involving the rudiments of their skills--care and maintenance of small-bore poetry,
handling oflight .verse and sonnets and priming the fuses of epic novels. Only then

Killer B's here
An unprecedented spate of dropouts
from the President's Honor List has
been traced to a swarm of deadly killer
B's. Thrice-honored Biology major
Claude Ace fell prey to a killer B in a
chemistry class.
Savs Ace, "There I was, coasting
along on my .laurels, when suddenly <l
' B turned up. I was stunned. "
Academic watchdog Dr. Ellis warns,
"Those in the 4.0 ranks should be
wary. Once the B attacks, there is no
hope of recovery .''
Fourteen individuals are known to
have fallen before the insidious B's,
and more casualties are expected by
the end of the year.
Ellis points out that there are ways
to possibly avoid the killer B. "The
student must maintain strict vigilance
at all times. He or she should
preferably cloister himself indoors,
and keep large textbooks handy to
ward off attacks.
"Excessive drinking and illieit drugs
are suspected to attract the B's. Most of
our fatalities have occurred when theunwary student had undertaken extracurricular activities without proper
precautions."
.

will the trainees be able to wear the colors of the "Fighting Librarians."
A recent trainmg mission in Bithlo showed how units would attack a· literarily
deprived foe.
Airborne units began with a low-level run of Yeats. The troops then softened up
the town with a barrage of Chaucer. The main thrust, armed with Shakespeare,
then occupied the' town. Chanting, "You blocks, .xou stones, you worse than senseless
things .. .," the Fighting Librarian victory cry, they awaited the cover of a withering
·
crossfire of Hardy and Burns.
Despite the aesthetic weaponry, Lt. Wabash stressed the basic military philosophy
of the "Readin' I 27th" in one sentence, "When you've got them by the books, their
hearts and minds will follow!"

Quig-o-vox to zcip speeders
While many advances in technology
However, the potential benefits of
have aided law enforcement, some in- Quig-o-vox eotweigh such minor anventions have been designed and · noyances.
marketed to aid .lawbreakers.
In Patrolman Quigley's own words,
One such gadget is the dashboard ·"Not only will muh Quig-o-vox cut
radar. detector. With it, speeders have down on speeders, but now a officer on
been flaunting our traffic laws for stakeout kin fix .hisself hot lunch , to
some time. This era of disrespect for boot."
law and order mav soon come to a n
end, thanks to the ingenuity of a UCF
campus policeman.
"I wuz a-watchin' 'The Dukes O '
Hazzard' one night," exp la ins
Patrolman Lucius Qui.gley, "an' it hit
Following in the wake of a successful
me Iike a belt from th' blouse." Ponhome
computer game designed to im. dering an Amana commercial,
prove
marital relations, computer
·Quigley theorized the implementation
pornography
rings jumped on the banof stra.t egically located radar ranges
dwagon a round the .nation and here at
along roadsides to givl' radar detC'ctors
UCF.
the impression of a' patrol car in wait,
causing would-be speeders to slow
Seventeen computer science majors
down.
were arrested Thursday when their inLike any scientific advance, the
structor, Ralph Boswell, discovered
"Quig-o-vox System" must endure a
their big project was a computer verfield test, with the roads of UCF as its
sion of Post Office.
testing grounds.
"It was really ingenious~" said
Carefully monttored' Quig-o-vox
Boswell. "On ·one level, I'm really
units will be hidden along campus
proud of the students. They've obroadsides . The lack of roadside
done their homework. But I am
viously
vegetahon will pose no camouflage
s~ockrd
by this particular application
problems, as Quigley explained, "Hell,
we'll just paste some grave.I on them · of sta te-owned ·C'qu ipm en t."
The nc•w version of Post Office is a
suckers.''
The Food and Drug Administration
fa.r racier game than that play<•d by
may require a sign posted near Quig-opimply adolescents at dull partit>s. A
vox units warning anvone with
print-out of the' nam('s and addresses of
pacemakers away.
single stud<'nts is givrn to each playrr

Computer
Porn ring

Porn, page 27
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The Inflamed

ore

by Clark Barr
Oops dept.-From our SAGA bureau comes word that the notorious Jumbo-vendors
got more than a bargaim when they bought some war surplus orange drink from
t~e Army a year ago. Seems the soda was really the famous military defoliant
Agent Orange. "Boy, were we embarrassed," said Major Lou Bottomy, "that stuff
costs eight times as much as those guys paid." Blushed SAGA head honcho Sal
Manila, "Gee, did we goof! Good thing no one ever drinks the orange!"
How about that Rita Jenrette?
When it come to recalling products, Detroit ain't got nothin' on Nestle's,. Seems
thr chocolate magnates released a new product recently. Called "Coke-o,"' it was
the first chocolate-flavored cocaine product. It had to be taken off the market due
to the tenc:lency of the miniature marshmallows to get wedged in the nose. N-E-S-TL-E-S, Nestle's makes the very best.

ROTC cadet Keven Keehan helped- bring apocalypse now to the
furred fiends last summer.

The SAGA saga continues ... The Knight's Den will soon be visited by a camera
crew from the new T.V. show "That's Inedible." Hosts William Conrad and
Shelley Winters will accompany the crew, saying it should be an "uplifting exNova Scotian exchange students had a baby squirrel hunt Friday, March 27, ac- perience." Upchucking experience would be more like it .. .
.
cording to UCF police lieutenant John Johnson.
An~us McPhee and Macken Tosh entered the ga.me room Friday and began
shooting a game of pool. Several witnesses said the pair began discussing the seal :New Jersey· suburbanite Cassius Blaustein's .garbage cans had been vandalized by
hunt. One thing led to another, and before anyone knew it, they were out on the animals recently, so the irate householder hid in ambush with a .38 revolver.
Student Center green chasing squirrels.
·
Wednesday night he bagged the refuse rustler. Imagine his surprise when the·dead
Chuck Farms, groundskeeper, said: "I never saw anything like it in my life. animal turned out to be a baby harp seal."l was worried as hell for a minute," says
These two guys ran ~>Ut and chased down one of the furry little guys and began Blaustein, "I thought I had plugged the neighbor's poodle."
beating it with pool cues!
"Before the police came, they had worke~ their way around ·to the reflecting Student Government spokespersons have announced that the headline act for this
years' Spring Concert will be one of the following: REO Speedwagon, the Clash,
·
pond, clubbing squirrels along the way."
Neil Young, or Vernon Hall. It's gonna be one of those quarters ...
According to Johnson, the pair were organized and experienced .hunters.
McPhee attracted the prey by tossing peanuts. While the · creatures were eating,
Tosh crept up behind and bludgeoned them.
Just a public service note from the Engjneering folks ... The egg drop competition is
Pr~sident Clobburn commented that, despite outcries from several campus con- over, gang, so·howsabout stopping it, already ...
servation groups, the assailants will not be suspended or expelled.
"If I ousted eve~yone who beat a rodent, half.the staff would be out on a permanent leave of absence," he said. Clobburn pointed out that the squirrels are used by .
It's spring, and a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts ofbadgers ...
the ROTC for target practice and rations on their summ0r maneuvers, anyway.
The carcasses were impounded by SAGA chef Louis Mangetout, who said only
that he knew a "good way to get rid of them."
The squirrel tails will be painted black and gold and sold in the bookstore.
"Believe it or not," bookstore. manager Joe Taylor said, "the damn things make
great ·bookma,rks." The charges ·against the pair-misuse of school equipment and
32 counts of cruelty to animals--were dropped.

·Squirrel abuse OK says president

2ND ANNIVERSARY
SALE

503 OFF
EVERYTHING ON
THRE.E MILE ISLAND

Fudge is an annual parody of the Future. Letters to the editor, who
has been deported already, should be typed, 60 counts per line,
double-spaced. Letters from environmentalists due Monday, Greeks
Tuesday, faculty and staff Wednesday, all others Thwsday. They
will be discarded Friday.
the Editor
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FREE GEIGER COUNTER
WITH EVERY
$50 PURCHASE
BUY NOW WHiLE
THE MERCHANDISE IS .HOT!
•

ROMAN COUNTRYMEN ·
LE.ND US YOUR EARS

GIVE TO THE

)p} Workers Organized Privy
,,rt

J/."

VAN GOGH DIP IT-CUT YOURS OFF TODAY

PU-NI<
PARAPHERNALIA
SHOP
WE SPECIAUZE

IN THE BlzARRE
666 SID VICIOUS ROAD

NEWS
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Infamous "sex course" instructor
nandy Fischer plans to branch out next
q.uarter--in a literary v.ein. The new 1ew
course will be called ' ~Women in
Literature," featuring the poetry of
Dorothy Stratten and Erica Jong.
Fischer hinted authors Truman Capote
and GermaiRe Greer will lecture on
"The White Woman's Boredom."
The student senate met before an
unprecendented crowd of 3,556 interested students Tuesday. Student
Body President James Blunt greeted the
crowd· with an impromptu speech:
"We're all glad someone is finally
showing an interest in these meetings.
Today we're discussing the importance
of using str\ct par I iamtnta ry ·
procedure . .'" This was greeted by jeers
and catcalls as the students hastily left.
Said one disgruntled stud~nt: "We
thought thev was gonna discuss
Parliament House proced1,1.re. Now,
that mighta been interesting!"
Hap-Jes inventor Sam Carey spent
agonized hours awaiting rescue in th~
men's room of the Fine Arts Building.
Seems · he forgot to remove his
ingenious sticky glove first. ·
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The nuclear. family. A sociological
look at 'the contemporary phenomenon
of the nuclear family--taught by the
noted child psychologist, Allah Glow-author of bestsellers "How to Raise
Your Mutant," and "Baby Bathing:
Should You Use Warm Water or
Cooling Water?"
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Science fiction becomes reality
by Joe Outdoorsman
Fudge Writer

A deadly virus accidently released in
the Biological Sciences· Building has
killed three students. State health inspectors have sealed the fourth floor in
order to contain the germ.
Mike Rowscope, 22, · Carrie Opsis,
21, and Andy Roecium, 23, all
graduate genetics students, ·
died
minutes after a culture tube containing
the virus was broken open Thursday.
Dr. Wanton Vicar, Biology Department chairman, said Friday morning
that there is "only a small chance the
virus will spread."
"It requires a narrow temperature
range to survive. Unfortunately, the
virus lived just long enough to ir:ifect
the students. Andy always wasKing of
butter-fingered," he added.
State Heaith Inspectors Mary Tifoyd
and Gott Kolera were
called to
UCF within an hour of the accident.
Working with the physical plant
crew, the health officia-ls sealed the
doors, windows and ventilating ducts
with wax to prevent the virus from
spreading ..
According to the students' genetics
professor, Dr. Harry Tage, the virus 1
was a~tually created in the laboratory
by the hapless trio.
"They
were
doing
DNA
modification experiments, altering the
chemical substance of inheritance with
extremely short-wave radiation," he
said.

Name change .
·pleases prof

they took ·inventory in an empty
storage room adjoining the lab.
Noted author and English depart"The noise mus.t have woke him. He
tried to. leap to his feet, and he and the ment instructor Whynot Whynot
chair went crashing into a 'bac- stated that he was almost "terminally
teriological specimen rack in which pleased" by tbe name change of the
one of the deadly cultures was stored.
university to ~CF UCF.
"I heard the crash and po~ed my
"In tny new, book, .'Texas Texas,'
head in the door, saw Andy turning
half the·characters have double names.
purple and bloating like a blowfish,
It may be possible. that I've started a
slammed the door and ran like hell."
.national
trend.~'
A preliminary autopsy of the bodies
President
Cloneborn and Whynot
indicated the virus converts ribosomesunveiled
the
new sign at the corner of
-cellular structures for protein synthesis--by some unknown fashion into a University Boulevard and Alafaya
gas. Tage said the virus bonds with Trail by pulling twin cords. · Both
oxygen and so entered their lungs. members of the audience broke into
"They literally blew apart," he ex- spontaneous applause with both hands.
palined.
Later, at a reception at Sherato
University administration officials
Twin
Towers, over a double martini,
were not available for comment. InWhynot
answered questions·in his own
spector Tifoyd said the outbreak has
puckish
way:
"My beard has no other
been "corraled," although there are
purpose
than
to cover a · double chin.
unconfirmed reports of exploding
squirrels and armadillos in the woods Let's not be two-faced
just east of the building.

UCF freshman B·ambi Fortune has
been selected Miss Peat Moss of 1981
by the Florida Association of Peat
Moss Growers. "It's a real hono.r,"
said the pert 18-year-old business
major. "Promoting the greatness of
Florida peat ~oss is a real respon- .
sibility, but I'm up to it," she said. "In
fact, I'm up to my, tth, ears in it.''
Bambi clinched the honor with lier
'.'He was napping in the lab- when
dazzling renditic)n of a tune she wrote, Mike and Carrie tied his shoelaces to
"Give Peat a Chance."
his chair--like belling the cat--while
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SIGHS&SOBS
Off the Record
"Hello Sailor"
JOURNEY

·'

Another classic from the band which
introduced heavy metal for hairdressers. Nice, clean, inoffensive,
skillful, powerful tapioca music that
even your mom will like. Includes the
top I 0 chartbuster "Love Me, Love My
Danskins." P.H

Uncle Jones' move to
more spacious quarters left
the small-side-of-the-road
barbecue stand market wide
open.
Canny marketing
major Reddy Gridley sam- ·
pies his special smoked pork
shoulders at his eaterie, the
Volksmunchen.

"My Brain Hurts"
RAMONES
This is so bad. it's good, man. You'll .
bog your brains out to "Wanna Be In
Intensive Care" and "Now l Wanna
Drink Some Clorox." Too· much
guitars and stuff for the cool bunch at
Spit, but recommended anyway. R.S.

Wit & wisdom.ot Greek Week
Why are Greeks afraid of the dark?

celebration of the founding of a fraternity?

They've never been anyplace that
didn't have a neon beer sign on the Dependence Day .
wall .
What is a Greek's Platonic ideal?
How do you k~ep a Greek occupied?
Forgetting her name the. morning afAsk him what courses he took last ter.
term.
Who is a-Greek's favorite composer?
What do you call the annual Bock.
What song brings tears to the eyes of a
Greek?
"Kego' my Heart."
What's the difference between a Greek
and a wino?
About ten years.
What does a Greek do when he wears
his pants out?
Loses them somewhere between the
party and home.
What is a toga?
A puff, a drag, as in "Gimme a toga
Y.ou doobie.''

Lapp Dancing on the Student Wha,t is the Greek term for assault and
Center Green featured Snouk battery?
North doing"The Lonely ReinRush Week.
deer,"

Casting Call
University Theatre spokesperson
Jenny Tull announced the
opening of auditions for their ,
presentation of a modern-day
remake of the classic comedy
"Harvey."
"It's basically a nudie musical
version of the famous play about
a man and his imaginary 6-foot
white rabbit compahion," says
Tull.
"The play ~as adapted by
senior Lawanda Gerbil. We're
planning to call it "Hare." Interested singers, dancers, and actors should contact the department for specific audition times.
Playwright Gerbil describes
the adaptation . as "The dream of
a lifetim e. Rodents are wonderful; rodents are sensual creatures,
and in my version of the play we
fully explore every nuance of the
human/rodent relationship."
The Theatre Department is
seeking a tall, pale, male actor
for the lead role. "This will be a
challenging role, and we expect
to hire a man of many parts."
said Tull.
The all-original score includes
such show-stoppers as "Waiter,
There's a Hare in My Soup," ''I'll
Undress You in Mourning," and
"AquHareius."

"Songs in The

~ey

Of MD-20/20"

MOLLY HATCHET
This all-time great Southern band is as
innovative as ever on their new LP . Included are such original tunes as
"Token Anti-Drug Song," "Women
What Done Me Wrong," "Battle
Hymn of the Intoxicants," "Women,
Whiskey, and Rock 'n' Roll" and
"Names of Other Southern Rock Bands." Glad to see the boys haven't gone
"formula ."
"More Songs About Coalmines And
Farms"
STEELE YE SP ANN
This is real cultural rock; modern
reworkings of traditional English folk
tunes sung by illiterate serfs as they
harvested whatever it is that serfs harvested in the hills and dales of
medieval Britain. I thought the songs
"Me Bonny Has Typhoid" and "Fair
Bryn Mgtyrm Prvttzn," were kinda
weird. Stick to Jethro Tull for authenti.c English folk music. P.H.
"Revolter"
THE KNACK
I still can't figure out why those
"Knuke the Knack" people think these
guys are trying to rip off the Beatles.
The best songs here· are "Norwegian
Sharon?-" and "I Am The Pervert."

Slug, Brothers tour : blitz London
London's Albert Hall was shaken to its stony core last week by. the appearance
of the notorious Slug Brothers. Local residents have been seen wandering as far as
Soho, whimpering and holding their ears, while membe'rs of London's famed constabulary are still digging valiantly in the rn ins, searching for the seriously in. jured.
Not since the days of the Blitz has this ncient city seen such devastation.
Wielding guitars like the battle-axes of Viking berserkers, the Slug Brothers and
members of their motley crew attacked the very walls of the building. The sounds
emanating from the 14-foot high .speakers, lined up across the stage like so many
monoliths, at first stunned the curious audience into immobility. When the first
building blocks began to shake loose from the incredible, bone-shattering
vibration ~d the flashing stroboscopic lights revealed what appeared to be hordes
of Slug Broth<'rs, shrieking and roaring Yugoslavian obscenities, the' normally
placid London concert--goers fled for the' exits, panic stricken.
·
Afterwards, members of the press attempted to obtain coher<.>nl statements !Tom
the Brothers Slug, to no avail. Apparently under the rnis;\pprelwnsion that a hunt
was about to begin, tlw two beings in question bPgan shouting "Where an' foxes?"
and overturning furniture .. A comnwntator from the BBC was assaulted with a
sa:-.;ophone, and policl' quickly herded the <1uasi-musicians aboard an airnaft
bound for lta Iv.
Questions h~1 <'been raised in Parlianwnt r<'garding thl' propric't'.'· o'f unlPashing
:uch horror on an .al h '. .but unll'ss the Italian government s<'V<'rs diplomatic
r('lations, tlw affair wiil be writll'n off. Recent rumours of serious earthquakes, Slug Brothers drummer, Scabs Uvula, gr~eted by rabid fan at Lonhow<'VC'f. have raised apprehensions again, and we' are awaiting further word.
don's Heathrow Airport. "This not fox,,, he said.
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